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A Column Generation based Tatial PlanningMethod for Inventory RoutingS. Mihel (1) and F. Vanderbek (2)(1) Université du Havre (mihelsuniv-lehavre.fr),(2) Université Bordeaux 1 (fvmath.u-bordeaux1.fr),(1-2) INRIA Bordeaux Sud-Ouest, team RealOpt(http://www.inria.fr/reherhe/equipes/realopt.en.html).November 15, 2008AbstratInventory routing problems ombine the optimization of produt deliveries (orpikups) with inventory ontrol at ustomer sites. Our appliation onerns theplanning of single produt pikups over time; eah site aumulates stok at a de-terministi rate; the stok is emptied on eah visit. At the tatial planning stageonsidered here, our objetive is to minimize a surrogate measure of routing ostwhile ahieving some form of regional lustering by partitioning the sites betweenthe vehiles. The eet size is given but an potentially be redued. Planning on-sists in assigning ustomers to vehiles in eah time period, but the routing, i.e., theatual sequene in whih vehiles visit ustomers, is onsidered as an operationaldeision. The planning is due to be repeated over the time horizon with onstrainedperiodiity. We develop a trunated branh-and-prie-and-ut algorithm ombinedwith rounding and loal searh heuristis that yields both primal solutions and dualbounds. On a large sale test problem oming from industry, we obtain a solutionwithin 6.25% deviation from the optimal. A rough omparison between an opera-tional routing resulting from our tatial solution and the industrial pratie showsa 10% derease in number of vehiles as well as in travel distane. The key to thesuess of the approah is the use of a state-spae relaxation tehnique in formulatingthe master program to avoid the symmetry in time.Keywords: Inventory Routing, Branh-and-Prie-and-Cut, Primal Heuristi, Symmetry.
1
IntrodutionIn the mid-1980s, researh work began on integrating inventory ontrol with vehilerouting in an eort to better manage an important segment of the supply hain. TheInventory Routing Problem (IRP) onsists in designing routes for deliveries or pikupsthat inorporate issues of inventory management at ustomer sites. Three deisions haveto be made: (i) when to serve a ustomer; (ii) how muh to deliver to (resp. pik up from)a ustomer on eah servie; and (iii) whih delivery (resp. pikup) tasks are assigned toeah vehile (potentially inluding their sequening to dene routes). Many variants aredisussed in the literature. Federgruen and Simhi-Levi (1995) and Campbell et al. (1998)disuss the rst studies on IRP, while reent surveys are provided in Cordeau et al. (2007)and Bertazzi et al. (2008).The appliation that motivates our study is a speial ase in whih the inventory man-agement model is simple when onsidered at the tatial deision planning level. A singleprodut must be piked-up from ustomers who aumulate it in their stok at a givenrate that is assumed to be known and deterministi. The pikup quantity is neessarilyequal to the stok level at the time of the visit: tehnial onstraints impose what isknown as an order-up-to-level poliy in inventory management. The inventory man-agement poliy aims at avoiding stok-apaity over-ow (by having suiently frequentpikups) while minimizing pikup osts (that inrease with the frequeny of pikups). Inthe deterministi ontext of tatial planning, the objetive of avoiding stok-apaityover-ow translates into hard onstraints: the bounded stok apaity imposes a maxi-mum amount of time (expressed in number of periods) between two visits. Hene, thereare no inventory management osts, but only stok transportation osts.While deisions (i) and (ii) above result from the inventory model, deisions (iii)result from the routing model that onsists traditionally in solving a apaitated vehilerouting problem (VRP) for eah period of the planning horizon. In this study we viewrouting deisions as operational. In pratie, the spei route is often deided by anexperiened driver given information updates about the route network. Instead of thepure minimization of travel distane/time, we attempt to group ustomers from a ompatgeographial area into lusters: a luster is a set of ustomers that are assigned to a givenvehile in a given time period. Our industrial partner raised this issue as more importantthan travel distane/time in our appliation where a lear assignment of setors tovehiles is needed. Building routes of minimum length often leads to routes rossing eahother or expanding over several distrits (as we shall illustrate in Figure 1). To replaethe routing ost, we use a measure of the ost of a luster that is a ompromise betweenthe measure of dispersion around a luster enter used in faility loation problems andthe routing insertion ost used in heuristi methods for the VRP. This measure favours2
grouping ustomer sites that are lose to one another, and it also ats as a surrogatemeasure for transportation osts.Our tatial planning model takes yet another issue into aount. To ease the real-lifeimplementation of the plan, the shedule of ustomer visits must repeat itself over time,and the periodiity is onstrained to be reasonably small. Finally, our tatial modelallows us to onsider reduing the eet size that resulted from a deision taken at thestrategi level. Determining what is the minimum eet size that is required to satisfy allthe planning requirements is far from being trivial (as we shall illustrate in Example 2).Our tatial planning solution must serve as a target in operational planning so as tomake the latter less myopi. The operational model will try to inorporate urgent pikuprequirements into the tatial planning solution. Note that the routing solution assoiatedwith a luster dened at the tatial planning level an be omputed in a post optimizationphase by solving a traveling salesman problem over the seleted set of ustomer sites. Theexpeted stohasti variation of ustomer aumulation rates an be aounted for in thetatial planning model by over-estimating stok lling rates, reserving buer spae inthe vehiles and/or the ustomer stoks.The model studied here has, to the best of our knowledge, not been expliitly on-sidered in the literature, but many variants have been. Most of the existing approahestend to make restritive assumptions, suh as the so-alled xed partition poliy whereone denes sets of ustomers that are systematially servied together (see Bramel andSimhi-Levi (1995)). Alternatively they adopt a hierarhial optimization sheme whereplanning produt deliveries or pikups is deided before routing (see Campbell and Savels-bergh (2004)). Most approahes are heuristis with no guarantee on the deviation fromoptimality and are spei to the problem variant (see Gaur and Fisher (2004)).We have developed a trunated branh-and-prie algorithm: periodi plans are gener-ated for vehiles by solving a multiple hoie knapsak subproblem; the global planningof ustomer visits is generated by solving a master program. This exat optimisationapproah is ombined with rounding and loal searh heuristis to yield both primal so-lutions and dual bounds that allow us to estimate the deviation from optimality of oursolution. We were onfronted with the issue of symmetry in time that naturally arisesin building a yli shedule (yli permutations along the time axis dene alternativesolutions). Central to our approah is a state-spae relaxation idea that allows us to avoidthis symmetry. Our algorithm provides solutions with reasonable deviation from optimal-ity for large sale problems (260 ustomer sites, 60 time periods, 10 vehiles) oming fromindustry.The paper is organized as follows. Setion 1 desribes our problem and speies ourassumptions. Setion 2 inludes a short review of the existing literature. In Setion 3,we outline our deomposition approah. Then, the symmetry in time is eliminated by3
modelling an average behavior. In Setion 4, we ompare this aggregate time formulationto the disrete time formulation. Setion 5 presents the spei features of our olumngeneration approah to solve the master LP. Cutting planes and partial branhing areused to improve the dual bounds as presented in Setion 6. Our primal heuristis arepresented in Setion 7. Setion 8 reports our results on an industrial test problem andompares them with urrent industrial pratie. Finally, we onlude with diretions forfurther researh.1 The tatial planning problemThe problem is to plan vehile visits to ustomers over a disrete time horizon dividedinto time periods: t = 1, . . . , T . Eah assignment of ustomers to a vehile in a giventime period denes what we all a luster. The quantity that is piked up on a visit tothe ustomer is the whole stok aumulated sine the last visit. To a given luster, weassoiate a pikup pattern that denes the quantities that are piked up at eah ustomersite. The sum of these quantities annot exeed the vehile apaity. Customers areindexed by i = 1, . . . , n. For eah of them, we know the ustomer site loation (alsoindexed by i), the produt aumulation rate per period, ri, the maximum number ofperiods between two visits, tmaxi , that results from their limited stok apaity, and thetime required to pik up the ustomer stok, bi, whih in our appliation is independent ofthe quantity that is olleted. Let N be the set of relevant sites, inluding ustomer sitesnumbered 1 to n, a depot indexed by 0 from whih vehiles start, and a dumping site,indexed by n + 1, where vehiles are unloaded. Let N ′ = N\{0, n + 1} be its restritionto true ustomer sites.We assume a given eet of V idential vehiles of apaity W , devoted to olletingthe single produt from the geographially dispersed ustomers. The number of availablevehiles is assumed to be suiently large to over the pikup requirements. However,our objetive funtion inludes the minimization of the maximum number of vehiles thatis used in any given period, whih we denote by Vmax (Vmax ≤ V ). From the model pointof view, putting the emphasis on minimizing Vmax an allow us to generate solutionsusing fewer than the V available vehiles, whih translates into signiant savings. Butthis term is also inluded to help the onvergene of our solution method: in our primalheuristi having an important xed ost for using an extra vehile gives an inentive toll eah vehile and to spread the workload evenly among periods.The time horizon that we onsider is innite, but we searh for a periodi solution.Eah luster assignment will be repeated over time every p time periods. We restrit thesolution spae by imposing that luster periodiities, p, are seleted from a restrited set
P . This implies a bound, T , on the time horizon beyond whih the solution is repeated.4
T is the least ommon multiple (LCM) of the periodiities in P . For our study, we take
P = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} and, hene, T = 60. For eah luster and assoiated pikup pattern,we must selet its periodiity p ∈ P and its rst ourrene, i.e., its starting date, s ≤ p.Then, the solution is H periodi where H is the LCM of the periodiities used in thesolution. T ats as the maximal length of the regeneration yle, i.e. H ≤ T . Hene, Tan be seen as the nite time horizon that results from the restrition on the periodiities.A vehile task is dened by seleting the luster of ustomers that is assigned to thevehile, the assoiated pikup pattern that determines the quantities that are olletedby the vehile, a periodiity p with whih this vehile assignment will be reprodued, andits rst ourrene, s ≤ p. A omplete plan onsists in an assignment of tasks to vehilesthat ensures that the ustomer stoks produed in eah period, t = 1 . . . , T , are pikedup in some task (see Example 2 below). Beyond the minimization of the eet size, weattempt to regionalize vehile tasks by dening a luster ost that estimates its regionalompatness. Although the exat routing of vehiles is onsidered an operational issue,we ompute an estimate of travel time required to visit the ustomers of a luster startingfrom the depot and ending at the dumping site. This estimate is intentionally biasedtowards luster entered around a seed point, denoted k, so as to ahieve the desiredregional ompatness. Let {dij}(ij)∈N×N denote the shortest travel times between sites;the matrix is assumed to be symmetri. A luster, S ⊂ N ′, is built around a lusterenter, k ∈ S. We dene its ost as follows. It is initialized with a setup ost dened asthe length of a shortest path from the depot to the dumping site passing by the seed k,plus the seed ollet time, i.e., the xed luster ost is
fk = d0,k + dk,n+1 + bk ,where d0,k and dk,n+1 are the travel times between the depot 0 and site k and from site kto the dumping site n + 1. Then, the onnetion ost for site i to the seed k is a measureof the insertion ost of site i in the path depot-seed-dumping site plus its ollet time,i.e.,
cik = di,k + min{d0,i − d0,k, di,n+1 − dk,n+1} + bi .Example 1Let us illustrate how this ost struture favors the grouping of ustomers that are geograph-ially lose to one another, while keeping sight of the resulting routing ost. In Figure 1,we ompare three approahes for reating lusters: 1) the traditional VRP solution, 2) thelusters optimized with our ost struture, 3) the lusters obtained by minimizing distaneto a enter (forming stars) as done for faility loation problems. The example onernsone period, a set of 15 ustomers whose demands are indiated on the side, and 2 vehilesof apaity 112. Beyond the pitorial ustomer groupings illustrated by Figure 1, it isinteresting to ompare the osts: 5
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Comparing 3 approahes to lustering: standard routing (on the left), our lusteringapproah (in the enter) and stars used in faility loation models (on the right)routing solution lustering solution faility loation solutionrouting ost 190.9 214.1 184.5our luster ost 196.8 200.4 147.0faility loation ost 198.8 208.7 135.5where the number in bold was the optimized objetive, while the others are omputed aposteriori or result from post-optimisation.Example 2Now onsider a planning over T = 6 periods with P = {1, 2, 3, 6}. Assume the instanehas 5 ustomers with r = (51, 50, 34, 33, 18) and tmax = (1, 2, 2, 3, 5). The vehile apaityis W = 100. A plan onsisting of 4 vehile tasks is given in Figure 2. The gure on theleft illustrates the vehile tasks. Task 1 is to visit luster {1, 3} and to pik up (r1 + r3)units. Task 2 is to visit luster {2} and to pik up (2 r2) units. Task 3 is to visit luster
{1, 5}, and to pik up (r1 + 2 r5) units. Task 4 is to visit luster {3, 4} and to pik up
(r3 + 2 r4) units. All tasks are two periodi, the rst two start in period 1, the last twostart in period 2. Both tasks 1 and 3 are performed by a rst vehile, while tasks 2 and4 are performed by a seond vehile. The length of the regeneration yle is H = 2. Thetable on the right illustrates the assoiated planning. For eah ustomer, the period wherethere is a vehile visit is marked by a sign, and a v sign marks the period for whihthe assoiated stok prodution is olleted in a following visit. This example illustrateshow the ombination of ustomer requests on a multi-period plan allows us to dereasethe eet size ompared to a single period model. Indeed, the minimum number of vehilesrequired for a single period model (this is the solution of a bin paking problem with itemsize given by vetor r and bin apaity W ) is 3, while our plan uses 2 vehiles.A ompat formulation of the problem an be derived in terms of the following vari-6
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i = 5 v v vables: xiℓvps = 1 i at ustomer site i, a quantity equal to a stok aumulation over
ℓ ≤ tmaxi periods is olleted by vehile v that performs a task of periodiity p ∈ P thatstarts in s ≤ p; yvps = 1 i vehile v is used for a task of periodiity p ∈ P that startsin s ≤ p; zikvps = 1 i ustomer i is visited in a luster of seed k ∈ N ′ assigned tovehile v with periodiity p ∈ P and starting date s ≤ p (with zkkvps = 1 i the site kis the seed of vehile v with periodiity p ∈ P and starting date s ≤ p); and Vmax is themaximum number of vehiles that are used in any period. For notational onveniene, anindiator vetor of size T an be pre-omputed for eah pair (p, s) that marks the periods
t ∈ {s, s + p, s + 2 p, . . .} in whih a task indexed (p, s) should require a vehile:
δ
ps
t =



1 if ∃m ∈ IN suh that s + m ∗ p = t,
0 otherwise. (1)Similarly, we pre-ompute an indiator vetor of size T for eah triplet (ℓ, p, s) sayingwhether the stok prodution of period t is olleted by a task indexed by (p, s), when
ℓ periods worth of stok is olleted (suh task would pik up the stok aumulated inperiods t ∈ {s − ℓ + 1, . . . , s − 1, s, s − ℓ + 1 + p, . . . , s − 1 + p, s + p, . . .}):
θ
ℓps
t =



1 if ∃m ∈ IN and τ ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ − 1} suh that s + m ∗ p − τ = t,
0 otherwise. (2)The ompat formulation is:
min Vmax + α
∑
v,p,s
1
p
(
∑
k
fkzkkvps +
∑
i,k:i6=k
cikzikvps) (3)
∑
ℓ,v,p,s
θ
ℓps
t xiℓvps = 1 ∀i ∈ N
′, t = 1, . . . , T (4)
∑
k∈N ′
zikvps =
∑
ℓ
xiℓvps ∀i ∈ N
′, v, p, s (5)
zikvps ≤ zkkvps ∀i ∈ N
′, k ∈ N ′, v, p, s (6)
∑
i∈N ′,ℓ
ℓ ri xiℓvps ≤ Wyvps ∀v, p, s (7)7
∑
v,p,s
δ
ps
t yvps ≤ Vmax ∀t = 1, . . . , T (8)
xiℓvps ∈ {0, 1} ∀i, ℓ, v, p, s (9)
yvps ∈ {0, 1} ∀v, p, s (10)
zikvps ∈ {0, 1} ∀k, i, v, p, s (11)
V ≥ Vmax ∈ IN (12)Constraints (4) ensure that, for eah site, the stok produed in eah period is olleted.Constraints (5) enfore the relation between variables x and z. Constraints (6) deneluster enters. Constraints (7) enfore the bound on the vehile apaity. Constraints(8) dene Vmax. The objetive (3) is to minimize the maximum number of vehiles used inany period plus the average luster ost per period weighted by a oeient α ≥ 0. Theparameter α is typially hosen suiently small to model an hierarhial optimizationwhere minimizing the number of vehiles is the primary goal.2 Literature reviewTo larify the position of our appliation in the diversity of variants of the InventoryRouting Problem (IRP), we lassify previous studies based on basi riteria: the numberof produts, the length of the time horizon, the inventory poliy, and whether demands aredeterministi or not. Our presentation is foused on studies of variants of the inventoryrouting problem related to our appliation. We also provide a brief overview of the solutionapproahes that have been used. A more extensive review an be found in Mihel (2006).Here, a single produt is transported, as in most of the problems enountered inthe literature. In the multiple produts ase, one an often return to the single produtsituation: either one an aggregate produts in a single type with an average onsumptionrate (see Gaur and Fisher (2004)), or deouple the problem into independent produtproblems (as in Campbell et al. (2002), Wituki et al. (1997)), or onsider non distintiveproduts (as in Bell et al. (1983)).At the tatial level where one minimizes the average osts on the long term, it isstandard to onsider periodi solution on an innite time horizon. However, this anlead to an untratable searh spae if the periodiity of the solution is not restrited,sine the regeneration yle an be huge. Consider for instane a vehile with unlimitedapaity and 12 ustomers i = 1, . . . , 12, where i must be visited every i periods. Ifa route visits all 12 ustomers in period 1, it will be re-used only in period 27720 =LCM({1, . . . , 12}). To overome this drawbak, one often restrits the solution spae usingrestritive replenishment strategies as for example: (i) diret shipping: a tour delivers asingle ustomer; or (ii) zero stok poliy: a ustomer is replenished if and only if his stok8
is down to zero (with this poliy, however, the struture of the solution spae remains tooomplex to permit a reasonable searh, hene the following restrition is more ommon);
(iii) the xed partition poliy of Bramel and Simhi-Levi (1995): the set of ustomers ispartitioned into disjoint sets and eah set is served separately, i.e., whenever a ustomerof the set is served, all the ustomers in that set must be served. Some extensions of thexed partition poliy are proposed in the literature. Let us mention that the order-up-to-level poliy used in our appliation is also assumed in Bertazzi et al. (2002), Dror andBall (1987), Webb and Larson (1995) (on eah visit, the delivered quantity lls the stokup to apaity). Then, the delivered quantities are dened by the shedule and are notdeision variables.Using a deterministi model as ours is either motivated by the desire to simplify theproblem, or by the assumption that variation in onsumption rate (or lling rate) aresmall, or it results from having taken into aount the stohasti harater by way ofsafety threshold: in Webb and Larson (1995) a maximum interval between two visits isdened for eah ustomer suh that the probability to fae a stok-out does not exeed agiven threshold; a safety stok is onsidered in Custódio and Oliveira (2001), or a buerspae an be reserved in truks as in Gaur and Fisher (2004).Although none of the previous studies deals with the same model as ours under thesame assumptions, the paper of Webb and Larson (1995) is probably the losest to ourassumptions. They deal with a tatial planning problem where the stok managementpoliy is an order-up-to-level poliy assuming deterministi onsumption rate. They min-imize the average number of used vehiles. They partition their ustomers in subsets anddene for eah partition a set of routes that are repeated periodially. They show thatthis xed partition poliy ombined with order-up-to-level poliy is very restritive. Theirheuristi uses the onept of Clarke Wright savings. In our ase, the ustomers are notpartitioned a priori and our approah is based on an exat method.It is also interesting to onsider the size of the problems that have been solved. Ourindustrial problem involves 260 ustomers and 60 time periods, whih results in loseto 6000 visits that need to be sheduled in our planning. The diulty of the vehileassignment subproblem is proportional to the number of visits in a vehile route, whihis around 10 in our ase. Compared to that, Christiansen and Nygreen (1998) onsidereda maximum of 15 ustomers in an ammonia distribution problem with an horizon of 30time periods. Golden et al. (1984) shedule 3000 visits in a liquid propane distributionproblem, but their time horizon is limited to 1 period. In Gaur and Fisher (2004), 207supermarkets are onsidered, but vehile tasks visit only 2 sites on average.Consider the solution approahes that have been used to takle these omplex prob-lems. Most are heuristis with no guarantee on the deviation from optimality and arespei to the problem variant. Exat approahes have been used to solve very small9
problems: Christiansen and Nygreen (1998) and Christiansen (1999) use a Branh-and-Prie algorithm. Arhetti et al. (2007) use a Branh-and-Cut algorithm. The existingheuristi approahes tend to adopt a hierarhial optimization sheme where planning isdeided before routing (see Campbell and Savelsbergh (2004)). With the xed partitionpoliy, the hoie of lusters also denes the routes and the planning.Most methods somehow deomposes the original problem into the inventory man-agement problem the one hand and a routing problem on the other hand. An expliitDantzig-Wolfe deomposition is used by Wituki et al. (1997) and by Christiansen andNygreen (1998) and Christiansen (1999). Bell et al. (1983) and Chien et al. (1989) basetheir heuristis on a Lagrangian relaxation approah that deomposes the problem intoknapsak subproblems.3 A Dantzig-Wolfe deomposition approahIn the line of the previous literature, a deomposition approah seems natural forour tatial planning problem. We apply the Dantzig-Wolfe reformulation priniple (aspresented in Vanderbek and Savelsbergh (2006)) to ompat formulation (3-8), dualizingthe planning onstraints (4) and the eet size onstraints (8). The problem deomposesinto a master program taking are of the inventory planning issues on one hand andsubproblems dening vehile tasks on the other hand.Let {(cq, sq, pq, xq)}q∈Q be the enumerated set of vehile tasks, indexed by q. Eahtask is dened by its ost, cq, its starting date, sq, its periodiity, pq, and a pikuppattern, xq, where the piked up quantities are expressed in number of periods worth ofaumulated stok. An indiator vetor δq saying in whih period a vehile is requiredand an indiator matrix θq saying whih ustomer stok prodution is piked up an begenerated similarly to (1) and (2): δqt = 1 i ∃m ∈ IN suh that sq +m∗pq = t and θqit = 1i ∃m ∈ IN and τ ∈ {0, . . . , xqi − 1} suh that sq + m ∗ pq − τ = t. Thus, the tatialplanning problem an be reformulated as:
ZDWIP = min Vmax + α
∑
q∈Q
cq
pq
λq (13)
∑
q
θ
q
itλq ≥ 1 ∀i ∈ N
′, t = 1, . . . , T (14)
∑
q
δ
q
t λq ≤ Vmax ∀t = 1, . . . , T (15)
λq ∈ {0, 1} ∀ q ∈ Q (16)
V ≥ Vmax ∈ IN (17)where λq = 1 i task q is seleted, while Vmax is the maximum number of vehiles usedin a period. ZDWLP denotes the assoiated LP relaxation value. Note that the relaxation10
of (4) into "≥ onstraints" (14) does not indue any ost saving. The variables, λq,and assoiated olumns are generated dynamially in the ourse of the LP optimizationproedure using a olumn generation approah.The olumn generation subproblem redues to a variant of the multiple hoie knapsakproblem (noted MCKP), one we x a starting date, s, a periodiity, p, and a luster enter(or seed), k. Let xiℓ = 1 i ustomer i is visited and the quantity that is olleted is itsprodution of ℓ periods. The assoiated prot, denoted by giℓ, depends on the onnetionost to the seed k and on the dual values of onstraints (14) whih is denoted by πit:
giℓ =
ℓ−1
∑
τ=0
∑
t: t+τ−s
p
∈ZZ
πit −
α
p
cik .For eah triplet (s, p, k), the MCKP takes the form:
max
∑
i,ℓ
giℓxiℓ (18)
∑
ℓ
xkℓ = 1 (19)
∑
ℓ
xiℓ ≤ 1 ∀ i 6= k (20)
∑
i,ℓ
ℓ ri xiℓ ≤ W (21)
xiℓ ∈ {0, 1} ∀ i, ℓ. (22)Constraint (19) determines the olleted quantity for the seed k, onstraints (20) enforethe seletion of at most one olleted quantity for the other ustomers, and onstraint(21) is the knapsak onstraint enforing a bound on the vehile load.Dantzig-Wolfe reformulation (13-17) avoids the symmetry in the vehile indexing vthat was present in ompat formulation (3-8), but it still suers from a symmetry in thetime period indexing t: equivalent solutions an be dened that dier only by a permu-tation in the hoie of starting dates. In the searh for integer solutions, the algorithmmight enumerate these equivalent solutions. Moreover, this symmetry yields instability inthe dual solutions π and σ assoiated respetively to onstraints (14) and (15) for everyperiod t, whih is harmful for the onvergene of the olumn generation proedure usedto ompute dual bounds. To avoid these drawbaks, we aggregate periods and modelan average behavior. Tehnially speaking, we implement a state-spae relaxation in thespae of the olumns: aggregating all olumns that dier only by their starting dates, sq,we projet our olumn spae as follows:
{(cq, sq, pq, xq)}q∈Q → {(c
r, pr, xr)}r∈R.To eah olumn, r ∈ R, is assoiated a set, Q(r), of olumns, q ∈ Q, suh that r is the11
projetion of q:
Q(r) = {q ∈ Q : cq = cr, pq = pr, xq = xr, sq ∈ {1, . . . , pr}} .While the former formulation is referred to as the disrete time master problem, the refor-mulation obtained after performing this mapping is alled the aggregate master problem.It is obtained by summing onstraints (14) and (15) over t and then dividing the aggregateonstraint by T . It takes the form:
ZADWIP = min Vaver + α ∑
r∈R
cr
pr
λr (23)
∑
r∈R,ℓ
ℓ
pr
xriℓ λr ≥ 1 ∀ i ∈ N
′ (24)
∑
r∈R
1
pr
λr ≤ Vaver (25)
λr ∈ IN ∀ r ∈ R (26)
V ≥ Vaver ∈ IN, (27)where λr represents the total number of times task r is assigned to a vehile,
λr =
∑
q∈Q(r)
λq , (28)and Vaver is the average number of vehiles used per period rounded-up to the nextinteger. Vaver denes a surrogate measure of Vmax: given a solution {λq}q∈Q of (13-17),its projetion by (28) into a solution {λr}r∈R of (23-27) is suh that
Vaver = ⌈∑
r∈R
1
pr
λr⌉ = ⌈
∑
r,q∈Q(r)
∑
q δ
q
t
T
λq⌉ ≤ Vmax = max
t
{
∑
q
δ
q
t λq} .Constraints (14) are replaed by (24): eah task overs a fration of the aggregate de-mand. Constraints (15) are replaed by (25): eah task uses a fration of a vehile (thesame fration in eah period, in this average model). The dual values, πi, assoiated toonstraints (24) represent now the average ollet ost for ustomer i. ZADWLP denotes theassoiated LP relaxation value. In a olumn generation solution approah of the aggregatemaster problem LP, the priing ore subproblem takes the form (18-22) as for the disretemaster formulation, but one does not have to enumerate on eah possible starting dateanymore, as dual reward are time independent.4 Comparing disrete and aggregate master programsWe show that the disrete and the aggregate master programs have the same optimalLP solution, but that the solution of the aggregate master problem by olumn generation12
Figure 1: Two tasks: one with s = 1 and p = 2, the other with s = 2 and p = 3
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sB3 = 3 v v v vis muh faster (see Table 1). Hene, we use the aggregate master problem to omputedual bounds. However, from an integer solution point of view, both formulations are notequivalent: the aggregate formulation is a relaxation of the problem. Hene, the disretetime formulation remains useful for omputing primal bounds through heuristis.Let us rst illustrate the mapping between disrete and aggregate master solutions:Example 3Consider an instane with 2 ustomers, and an aggregate master solution involving twotasks. Task A is to ollet the prodution of 2 periods from ustomer 1 every 2 periods.Task B is to ollet the prodution of 3 periods from ustomer 2 every 3 periods: see Figure3. In short notation, we have
• Task A: 0 − 1(2) − 3 with pA = 2,
• Task B: 0 − 2(3) − 3 with pB = 3,where the digit in the parenthesis is the olleted quantity. The LP solutions of bothformulations are represented in the table given along Figure 3. For the aggregate formu-lation, eah task is seleted one. In the disrete formulation, p disrete time olumns areassoiated to eah aggregate task, one for eah starting date: the value λq of eah olumnis 1
pq
. In the right part of the table, we indiate, along with the olumn value, the periodswhere the vehile is used by a sign and we mark by a v sign the period for whih theassoiated ustomer stok prodution is olleted. Observe that Vaver = 1 ≥ 12 + 13 ; thus1 vehile is used in the integer solution to the aggregate master problem. However, nomatter how one hooses the starting dates in a disrete master integer solution, there isalways one period where both tasks require a vehile. Thus, there is no feasible integersolution to the disrete problem using only 1 vehile.With the intuition of this example, it is lear that every aggregate LP solution, {λ̂r}r,of (23-27) an be translated into a disrete time solution, {λ̂q}q, to (13-17): the mapping
λ̂q =
1
pr
λ̂r ∀r, q ∈ Q(r) (29)13
denes a solution suh that V̂ max = V̂ aver and ẐDWLP = ẐADWLP . Note that an alternativedisrete LP solution (λ, V max) other than the above symmetri mapping (where V̂ max =
V̂ aver) ould only yield V max ≥ V̂ aver, and therefore an inreased ost value. Hene,restriting the disrete LP-solution spae to time symmetri solutions is not suboptimal.The reverse mapping is given by (28); it yields V̂ aver ≤ V̂ max and therefore ẐADWLP ≤
ẐDWLP . From the above mappings, we an onlude that if the disrete master solution isLP optimal for (13-17), then we must have V̂ aver = V̂ max (otherwise, use transformation(28) followed by (29) to redue V̂ max). Thus, we have shown:Proposition 1 The LP optimal solution of the disrete master problem (13-17) an betransformed into an LP optimal solution of the aggregate master problem (23-27) with thesame ost ZDWLP = ZADWLP , and vie versa.To evaluate the omparative advantage of the aggregate master problem over solvingthe disrete master LP by olumn generation, we have performed omparative tests onindustrial and randomly generated instanes. In Table 1, instanes named IND8 andIND27 are extrations from real-life industrial data with respetively 8 and 27 sites(results are averages on multiple suh extrations). Instanes named RAND100 arerandom instanes with 100 sites imitating the real problem for the order of magnitudeof lling rates ri's and maximal time interval between visits tmaxi 's. The site oordinatesare generated aording to 3 shemes: urban, rural or mixed. Aording to a sheme, aregion is ut up into squares with speied probability that a site falls in these squares.One the square area to whih a site belong has been randomly generated, its oordinateswithin the square are generated aording to an uniform distribution. Travel times arethen assumed to be proportional to Eulidean distanes. (These random instanes areavailable on http://hal.inria.fr/inria-00169311/fr/.)Table 1 reports the number of generated olumns, Col, and the overall time spent inomputing the LP optimal solution, Time; entries are average over all instanes in eahlass. All omputational times are on a PC bi-pro. Xeon 3GHz, 2Go. A limit of 1 houris set. Missing inputs orrespond to the ase where this time limit is reahed.Table 1: Comparing LP solution timesdisrete form. aggregate form.Instane Col Time Col TimeIND8 71 1.75s 20 0.25sIND27 - >1h 123 5.00sRAND100 - >1h 701 3.52s14
The two formulations are not equivalent from an integer solution point of view asillustrated in Example 3. Here is another illustration of the relaxation impliit to integerreformulation (23-27):Example 4Consider a partial solution involving 2 tasks that serve ustomer 1 with tmax1 = 3:
• task A: 0 − · · · − 1(3) − · · · − n + 1 with pA = 6, and
• task B: 0 − · · · − 1(2) − · · · − n + 1 with pB = 4.The following table presents the vetors θA1t and θB1t indiating what prodution of ustomer
1 is piked up for xed starting dates (sA = 5 and sB = 2 respetively)  we make use ofthe same notation as above:t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10 t11 t12
θA1t v v v v
θB1t v v vAssume the aggregate solution has λA = λB = 1. Although these starting dates avoidonits for vehile use, the prodution of ustomer 1 is not properly olleted. In fat,there is no integer solution to the disrete model using these 2 tasks as any seletion ofstarting dates would leave some stok olletions unsatised while over-overing others.In onlusion, even though the aggregate integer solution an sometimes be translatedinto a feasible solution for the disrete formulation, this annot be guaranteed as theaggregate formulation denes a relaxation of the problem. Hene, we work with thedisrete time formulation when it omes to onstruting primal integer solutions.5 Solving the Aggregate Master LPWe briey present the olumn generation proedure that we use to solve the aggregatemaster problem LP detailing only the appliation-spei features. We initialize themaster formulation with artiial olumns assoiated to onstraints (24): artiial olumn
i is dened by the unit vetor ei (the ith olumn of identity matrix) for i = 1, . . . , n,augmented with a 0 oeient in onstraint (25). Its ost denes an initial upper boundon the dual value πi, as it an be seen by writing the dual of the master LP (see Vanderbek(2005)). Briant et al. (2008) shows the impat on the onvergene of the olumn generationproedure of an intelligent initialization by omputing good bound estimates on the dualvalue πi. Hene, we run a dual heuristi to estimate πi values, whih we use to dene theinitial osts of the artiial olumns. In solving the master LP, we perform a ombinedphase 1 (for nding a feasible LP solution) and phase 2 (for nding an optimal LP15
solution): if artiial variables remain in the LP optimal solution, their ost is multipliedby 1.8 and the olumn generation starts again. Thus, initial artiial olumn osts areonly estimates of dual value bounds that are inreased dynamially while the artiialolumn remains in the LP optimum solution. If the master problem is unfeasible, thisproedure fails to eliminate artiial olumns from the master solution. Hene, afterseveral ost inreases, we perform a pure phase 1, keeping only the artiial olumns inthe objetive funtion.The dual heuristi goes as follows. In an ideal solution,a) a ustomer i would be olleted at the lowest possible frequeny: peri = max{p ∈
P, p ≤ tmaxi };b) a vehile would use its full apaity and would ollet on average a = ⌈ W
(
∑
i
ri tmaxi )/n
⌉ustomers that are lose neighbors, where n is the number of ustomers.More realistially, we assume for our dual heuristi that a luster ontains sites whih aremore spaed out geographially: we assume that a site i an be onneted to one of the
2 a nearest neighbors. Thus, we estimate the ontribution of ustomer i to the inter-sitetravel ost to be ∑j∈Ni dij
2 a
where Ni is the set of the 2 a losest neighbors to ustomer i.To this ost, we must add the ollet time, bi, and an estimate of ustomer i ontributionto the depot-to-dumping-site return trip: d0,i+di,n+1
a
. Considering that, at LP optimality,
∑
i π
∗
i = V
∗aver + α ∑r crpr λ∗r, the average ollet ost of i, πi should also inlude a xedost for vehile use. The latter is derived by estimating V ∗aver: if we assume that tasksare ideally made of ustomers sharing the same periodiity, p ∈ P , and that vehiles aredevoted to one periodiity group, we an derive that they would be n(p)
a
tasks of periodiity
p, where n(p) is the number of ustomers i with peri = p. Then, n(p)p a vehiles would berequired to over the n(p) ustomers i with peri = p. Thus, on average, the xed vehileost attributed to a ustomer an be estimated by ∑p(n(p)p a )
n
. In summary, our estimatorof the ontribution of ustomer i to the total ost is
∑
p(
n(p)
p a
)
n
+ α
bi +
d0,i+di,n+1
a
+
∑
j∈Ni
dij
2 a
peri
. (30)As these πi estimates are optimisti, we use as initial values for the πi upper bounds, thevalue given by (30) multiplied by a fator 1.2. We emphasize that our dual heuristi isjust a mean to provide a warm start for the olumn generation approah. The algorithmremains exat whether or not these estimated bounds on πi values are satised by theoptimal dual solution sine there are dynamially updated.One the master problem is initialized with the above artiial olumns, a standardolumn generation proedure follows. In searh for the smallest redued ost olumns, wefeed the dual information π and σ to the priing problem solver. The latter iterates oneah periodiity p and possible seed k, solving the assoiated multiple hoie knapsak16
problem (18-22) having set for eah ℓ ≤ min{tmaxk , p}, giℓ = ℓπi − αcik for i 6= k, while
gkℓ = ℓπk. The orale used to solve the multiple hoie knapsak problem is the dynamiprogram of Pisinger (1995) (we had to adapt the ode so as to deal with real value protsinstead of integer values). The assoiated solution value is denoted ζpk(π). The reduedost of the optimal olumn, r∗, is c(π, σ) = minp∈P,k=1,...,n 1p(σ + αfk − ζpk(π)).Some preproessing is performed to speed up the priing proess. If πk = 0, then site kannot be a seed in an optimal solution. In (18-22), xiℓ an be set to zero if ℓπi ≤ αcki. Aut o value on ζpk(π) is dened from the best redued ost value enountered on previouspairs (k, p), denoted cbest: we want 1p(σ + αfk − ζpk(π)) ≤ cbest, thus σ + αfk − p cbestdenes a lower bound on ζpk(π). In partiular, if the knapsak problem LP relaxationdoes not satisfy this bound, the problem an be uto. In pratie, the enumeration of themultiple hoie knapsak subproblems stops as soon as a olumn with negative reduedost is found. If no suh olumn is found, the optimality is proved. In our numerial tests,we noted that stopping the enumeration of the priing problem as soon as a olumn withnegative redued ost is found (instead of searhing the best olumn at eah iteration)divides the time by a fator 3.4. Hene, we always use this strategy and rule out theoption of generating multiple olumns at eah iterations. To inrease the hanes toquikly generate good olumns, we enumerate periodiities p from the largest down tothe smallest (in the LP solution, olumns with larger periodiities are more likely to beused). The seeds, k, are sorted by dereasing ratio of estimated prot (the best seed itemoeient in the priing problem is maxℓ gkℓ = πk∗min{p, tmaxk }) over the estimated lusterost (whih is d0,k+dk,n+1+∑i∈Nk cik
2 a+2
). A post-optimization improves the returned olumn:the seed seletion is re-optimized and the smallest periodiity p = maxi{ℓ : xiℓ = 1} isomputed (it an be shown that the master LP solution an be restrited to olumnsverifying this property, i.e., ∃i, xi p = 1).6 Adding uts and performing partial branhingAggregate master LP dual bounds an be slightly improved using a utting planeproedure and partial branhing. We derive uts from onstraints (24) using a roundingproedure. To illustrate the sort of frational solutions that we aim to ut o, onsiderthe following example.Example 5Assume a task of periodiity 6 has been generated that overs 5 periods worth of ustomer
i's prodution, while tmaxi = 5. This task alone overs 56 of ustomer i's demand. To overthe average demand of ustomer i, the task is seleted 1.2 times in the LP solution. Aninteger solution should use suh task at least twie or it should over the residual demand17
with another task. A valid inequality to ut this LP solution is:
∑
r,ℓ: ℓ=pr
xriℓ λr +
1
2
∑
r,ℓ: ℓ 6=pr
xriℓ λr ≥ 1,saying that, to over the stok prodution of a given ustomer i, one may use either onetask whih overs his whole prodution or one needs at least two tasks.The uts derived in Example 5 an be generalized into
∑
r,ℓ: hℓmod pr = 0 ℓpr xriℓ λr + ∑r,ℓ: hℓmod pr 6= 0(⌈hℓpr ⌉− hℓpr )xriℓ λr ≥ 1 ∀i ∈ N ′, h = 1, . . . , T − 2 .(31)These inequalities are in fat valid for all h ∈ IN : they are obtained from (24) and theequality ∑r h ℓpxriℓλr = h that derives from (24) in its equality form, by applying a super-additive funtion to a weighted sum of onstraints (see Proposition 4.1, page 229, inNemhauser and Wolsey (1988)). The super-additive funtion that we use, is:
Fγ ; IR → IR; Fγ(d) = ⌊d⌋ +
(d − ⌊−d⌋ − γ)+
1 − γ
,with parameter γ hosen suh that 0 ≤ γ = 1 − ǫ < 1 and (.)+ := max{0, .}. Its super-additivity is proved in Proposition 4.7, page 233, in Nemhauser and Wolsey (1988). Notethat when tmaxi = 1, (31) are dominated by (24) sine, when h%p 6= 0, ⌈hp⌉ − hp ≥ 1p .Similarly, when h = T , (24) dominates (31), and when h = T − 1, (24) is equivalent to(31). Moreover, onstraints (31) are T−periodi in h. Thus, we onsider uts (31) forinteger h ranging from 1 to T − 2. As their number is polynomial, separation an beompleted by enumeration. One an stop as soon as a violated ut is found. To havea better hane to nd violated ut early in the proess, the enumeration is arried inan order inspired by experimental observations: the inequalities with small values of hare more likely to be violated; so are the ones for ustomer i with a large value tmaxi butdierent from pmax = argmax{p : p ∈ P}. After adding a ut, we return to the olumngeneration proedure. The struture of the priing problem does not hange, as only theprots giℓ are aeted. In order to keep the feasibility of the master problem after addinguts, a global artiial variable is used. Its ost is an estimation of solution ost (we setit equal to the dual heuristi solution ost).The ontribution of these uts to dual bound improvement is limited as shown inour numerial experiments below. To further improve dual bounds, we perform a partialenumeration sheme: we branh only on variable Vaver. Given the struture of our obje-tive that fouses on vehiles use, this branhing has an important impat on the bound.Assume Vaver = β 6∈ IN in the root node aggregate master LP solution, we dene twobranhes (Node 1) Vaver ≤ ⌊β⌋ or Vaver ≥ ⌈β⌉ (Node 2) . (32)18
In node 1, the branhing onstraint Vaver ≤ ⌊β⌋ is very restritive: this branh anoften be proved infeasible. In node 2, the re-optimized Vaver value is rounded-up to thenext integer ompared to the root node solution and the aggregate master LP ost ansometime inrease signiantly.To evaluate the impat of uts and partial branhing on the dual bound, we havearried on omparative tests on random and real-life based instanes similar to thosepresented in Setion 4. We have 5 instanes extrated from our industrial data with60 ustomers on average, this group is named IND60, and 2 bigger instanes with 172and 157 ustomers, named IND172 and IND157. Moreover, we use 10 random in-stanes with 100 ustomers named RAND100. The number of instanes is reported inparenthesis.On this test bed, the dual bound improvements observed by adding uts are small (lessthan 2%). However, uts hange the struture of the LP solution: in the LP solutionbefore adding uts, the tasks tend to be all 6-periodi, whereas tasks have periodiity of1 up to 6 in the LP solution after adding uts. In the dynami ut generation proedure,on average only 7.63% of the valid inequalities (31) are added to the formulation. On theother hand, the improvement obtained through partial branhing an get bigger (depend-ing on the instane and, more speially, on the frational part of Vaver), it ranges fromless than 1% up to more than 15%. To evaluate these bound improvements, we omputethe gap to a primal solution (obtained as explained in Setion 7). In Table 2, we presentthe gap (expressed in %) obtained at the root of the branh-and-prie tree, gap-root, thegap obtained after adding uts, gap-ut, and the gap obtained after partial branhing,gap-br, as well as ombining the latter two, gap-br-ut (then, we all on the uttingplane proedure only at node 2 after rounding up Vaver). The root gap is improved by a58.5% fator on average when using both uts and partial branhing.Table 2: Dual bound improvements obtained from utting planes and partial branhing(measuring the gap to a primal solution in %).Instane gap-root gap-ut gap-br gap-br-utRAND100 (10) 22.81 21.31 10.37 9.24IND60 (5) 26.38 25.51 12.51 11.83IND172 (1) 16.46 15.59 8.65 7.89IND157 (1) 15.40 14.39 5.83 5.11av. over 17 inst 23.05 21.80 10.63 9.67We also attempt to evaluate the omputational burden of adding uts by omparingaverage omputational times over the 17 instanes. Standard olumn generation without19
ut takes 1.6 minutes on average, whereas with the utting plane proedure omputingtimes vary from 33 seonds to 41 minutes, taking 16 minutes on average. The bulk ofthe time (around 3
4
of the time) is spent in the re-optimization of the master problemby olumn generation after eah round of additional uts. In order to improve the timespent in the utting plane proedure (inluding re-optimization of the master problem),various strategies have been tested. We observe on our test bed that this average timeis divided by 3 when we return the rst violated ut found instead of the more violatedut (given the spei order in whih we test ut violation). Furthermore, when we add10 uts during the same iteration (instead of one at the time), we divide again the timespent in the utting plane proedure by 1.35. This time is further divided by 1.18 if wesolve the priing problem exatly only every 20 iterations.When branhing on Vaver, proving the infeasibility of Node 1 an be very time on-suming too. To ontrol this, we limit the number of artiial variable ost inreases to3, after whih we perform a pure phase 1. In Table 3, we show how the omputing timeis shared between the dierent omponents of our dual bound omputation. The overalltime spent in omputing our best dual bound (using uts and partial branhing) variesfrom 5 minutes for the smallest instanes up to more than 2 hours for the largest. Theolumns of Table 3 indiate the average perentage of that time spent in the priingproblem, "PP", in solving the restrited master problem, "RM", in the utting planegeneration proedure (whih inludes separation and re-optimization), "CP" , and in theseparation proedure alone, Sep. Then, we report on the perentage of that time spentin the dierent nodes: the root of the branh-and-prie tree, "N0", the branh "N1" where
Vaver is rounded down, and the branh "N2" where Vaver is rounded up and the uttingplane proedure is alled. In the sequel we shall use the best dual bound obtained usinguts and partial branhing to evaluate our primal solutions. However, we shall see thatthe performane of our primal heuristi is better when building it from the master LPsolution without making use of the utting plane proedure.Table 3: Average time partition (in %)PP RM CP Sep N0 N1 N210.84 8.14 73.49 4.14 5.87 16.17 77.91
7 Primal solutions to the tatial planning problemSeveral types of primal heuristis an be derived in a olumn generation ontext. First,one an attempt to obtain an integer solution by solving the master problem restrited to20
the set of generated olumns as an integer program (by Branh-and-Bound). Implemen-tations of suh approah vary mainly by the denition of the restrited olumn set Q: itan ontain some or all the olumns generated during the LP optimization proedure (seeChabrier et al. (2002), Chabrier (2003), Ceselli et al. (2007)) or olumns generated duringother heuristi algorithms (see Taillard (1999), Shmid et al. (2007)). However, this re-strited master (RM) solution method often fails beause it an be impossible to onstruta feasible integer solutions using the olumns from the restrited olumn set Q that weregenerated to provide an LP solution. Other lassial heuristis suh as greedy, LP basedrounding, or loal searh heuristis an be adapted to the ontext of a olumn generationapproah. A greedy heuristi (GH) is a onstrutive method that iteratively adds a greedyseleted olumn in the partial solution until feasibility is reahed. The greedy riteria forseleting the next olumn to be added to the partial solution varies (see Perrot (2005),Belov and Sheithauer (2002), Ceselli et al. (2007) and Cimelière (2004)). A roundingheuristi (RH) is a depth searh plunging into the branh-and-prie tree: at eah node,a branh is hosen heuristially by seleting the master variable with the frational valuethat is losest to its rounded up value and rounding it up. One may hoose (as we do)to x the rounded down LP solution as a partial integer solution before any rounding up.After eah heuristi branhing, the residual master program is re-optimized: generatingnew olumns in the proess is an important feature for the suess of the approah asit allows us to onstrut feasible solutions (see Belov and Sheithauer (2002), Borndör-fer et al. (2003), Gamahe et al. (1999), Gunluk et al. (2006), Kiwiel (2005), Perrot(2005), and Vanderbek (2000)). It is also important to restrit the orale to generatingproper olumns, i.e. olumns whose oeients do not exeed the right-hand-side ofthe onstraint of the residual master problem (see Vanderbek and Savelsbergh (2006)).A variant an be to round variables of the original formulation instead of that of theDantzig-Wolfe reformulation (see Degraeve and Jans (2007) and Gunluk et al. (2006)). Aloal searh (LS) an explore the neighborhood of the urrent master solution by deletingsome of the worst olumns of the inumbent solution and rebuilding a solution with oneof the above onstrutive methods. Meta-heuristis an then be implemented from thisLS paradigm (see Cimelière (2004) and Arhetti et al. (2008)).What is quite spei to our appliation is the fat that the primal heuristi aims atbuilding an integer solution to the disrete master formulation, while any LP information(primal or dual) required by the heuristis is obtained by solving the aggregate masterprogram. During the proess of GH, RH or LS, the partial solution is iteratively aug-mented by seleting some tasks, inluding its starting period. One a new task is reordedin the partial solution, master problem and priing problems are updated. In the disretemaster problem, the right-hand-side of onstraints (14) is set to zero for pairs (i, t) alreadyolleted in the partial solution and a xed number of vehiles is reorded as already used21
in the vehile upper bound onstraints (15) for some periods. In the aggregate masterproblem, the frations of demand remaining to be overed are adjusted in onstraints(24), while the average vehile use is updated in onstraints (25). We pass on to thepriing problem restritions that are spei to some starting dates: new tasks must notover demands that are already overed, or annot use a vehile in periods where no morevehiles are available. Hene, even when dealing with the aggregate master problem, onemust iterate on dierent priing sub-problems for eah starting date. The reverse of suhmodiations are performed when deleting a task from the partial solution in the LSheuristi.Our experiments with the RM approah and the GH were not suessful (see Mihel(2006)). For instanes with 100 ustomers, no integer solution to the RM integer programould be found within 2 hours of omputing time (the solver used was Xpress (2006)). TheGH is quite fast but the optimality gaps are signiant (49.36% on average). Therefore,in the rest of this setion, we fous on the rounding heuristi (RH) and loal searh (LS).We ompared several implementations of the RH, varying the riteria for seleting theolumn to be rounded up. We also tested dierent ways of xing the starting date ofthe seleted olumns. We varied the eort spent in re-optimizing the residual aggregatemaster LP after rounding. We tested a diversiation strategy onsisting in exploringdierent seletions of the rst olumn to be rounded up (at the root node). Finally, wetried alling the RH before reahing master LP optimality. In the proess of the RH, onemight enounter an integer solution to the aggregate master problem (this often happensafter xing a large part of the variables). Then, it remains to see whether there existsan assoiated integer solution to the disrete master residual problem. To this end, wesolve to IP optimality the later disrete master problem restrited to the urrent pool ofolumns using the disrete variables: λrs = 1 if the aggregate olumn r is taken with thestarting date s. The fat that a partial solution has already been xed not only reduesthe size of the residual problem but also breaks the symmetry. Hene, these restriteddisrete master problems an be solved quikly in pratie (ontrary to our experienewith the RM heuristi approah).In Table 4, we ompare these variants of the RH on the test problems of Setion 6.The variant named Basi onsists in alling the RH on the optimal LP solution to theaggregate master problem at the root node. The number of iterations in re-optimizingthe master LP is bounded by 300. We diversify the searh by alling the RH 3 times,ensuring that the rst olumn being rounded up is dierent on eah 3 passes by means of atabu list. The rounded olumn and its starting date are both hosen using a deterministiriterion: we selet the olumn r and the starting date s with the smallest sore basedon the ratio of olumn ost per unit of onstraint satisfation. The olumn ost is equalto δrs + α crpr where δrs = 1 if one must use an additional vehile after this xation. As22
a measure of satisfation of onstraints (24) and (25), we use ∑i,ℓ ℓxiℓ
pr
× pr =
∑
i,ℓ ℓxiℓ.The RH implementation named Random onsists in seleting the rounded-up olumn,
r, with a probability proportional to min(λr, 1) and xing its starting date randomly(using the uniform probability distribution). Variant named 100g is the basi variantwhere the aggregate master LP re-optimization is limited to 100 iterations of the olumngeneration proedure. Variant named every200 onsists in applying the basi variantevery 200 iterations of the olumn generation proedure (if there is no artiial olumnsin the LP solution). Variant named ut onsists in applying the RH after the uttingplane proedure (then a solution typially has most of its variables that have a valuesmaller than 0.2).Table 4 reports on the average optimality gap, the average number of vehiles used inthe primal solution, denoted Vmax, and the total omputing time in hours:minutes:seonds.The fastest variant is obviously 100g. Note that the omputing time for ut is largedue to the diulty in re-optimizing the master problem after adding uts. With Ran-dom, we have no solution for IND157 (a _ indiates that no solution was found). Thevariant with the best optimality gap and a minimal number of vehiles is Basi. InTable 5, we report even better results obtained by alling Basi at the root node andafter branhing on Vaver: the average gap is 11.66%. For all instanes but one, we anshow that the number of vehiles used in our primal solution is minimum beause we havebranhed on Vaver and Node 1 has been proved infeasible. By imposing some restritionson the solution spae, suh as further restriting the set P to P = {1, 2, 3}, we sometimeget even smaller optimality gaps (we then obtain a gap of 9,67% on average).Table 4: Comparing variants of the rounding heuristi.Instane RAND100 (10) IND60 (5) IND172 IND157 av. over 17 instRH variant gap Vmax Time gap V Time gap V Time gap V Time gap VBasi 14.12 4 10:05 18.39 3.2 3:33 6.89 6 37:56 10.86 7 42:03 14.76 4.05Random 41.43 5.5 10:01 38.31 4 3:50 17.83 7 1:12:00 _ 14:42100g 15.04 4 4:41 27.2 3.4 1:47 8.99 6 20:58 14.77 7 9:23 21.18 4.11every200 14.30 4.1 19:57 25.88 3.4 5:57 6.89 6 37:56 6.58 7 1:45:49 16.82 4.18ut 32.55 4.9 46:23 19.86 3.2 14:46 7.04 6 1:54:32 25.85 8 2:25:23 26.92 4.65In the LS heuristi, the neighborhood of the urrent IP solution is dened by removinga few olumns and re-building a omplete integer solution with the above basi roundingheuristi proedure. For the hoie of olumns to delete, we tested two variants: either arandom seletion of 6 (= pmax) olumns are deleted from the primal solution, or we madea deterministi seletion as follows. We delete olumns from the primal solution that seemto be poor. We arbitrarily assess a olumn as poor if its load is less than 1
3
W . If nonequalies as poor, we pik a olumn at random. This rst seletion of olumns is denotedby set Q0. We delete them all. Then, we selet as andidate for deletion along Q0, other23
Table 5: Basi Rounding Heuristi alled at Nodes 0 and 2.Instane gap Vmax Total time % of time spent in RHRAND100 (10) 12.29 4 18:22 90IND60 (5) 11.75 3 6:10 78IND172 (1) 5.574 6 1:22:02 79IND157 (1) 10.86 7 1:30:16 91av. over 17 inst 11.66 4olumns that either onern the same periods (a set denoted Q1) or share the same vehile(a set denoted Q2). I.e., Q1 is the set of olumns from the primal solution that have thesame periodiity and starting date than a olumn in Q0; Q2 is the set of olumns fromthe primal solution that have the same periodiity than a olumn in Q0 and result in aderease in the number of vehile used when deleted from the solution. Our purpose is tofavor the exhanges of ustomers between tasks used in the same periods and to attemptto free a vehile. Q1 ∪ Q2 denes the set of extra andidate olumns for deletion. From
Q1, we pik at most 1 olumn for eah pair of periodiity and starting date, that with theminimum sore distr
W−loadr
∗ (1 + nbDel
r
2
), where distr represents the distane between r andthe losest deleted olumns from Q0 (i.e., the sum of the travel times between ustomersin the two olumns), loadr is the load, and nbDelr is the number of times that olumnhas been deleted in past trials. Similarly, we pik at most one olumn from Q2 for eahperiodiity p and starting date s. Rebuilding a solution with the RH is omputationallyexpensive. Hene, we restrit the number of trials in our exploration of the neighborhood:we stop after 10 exhange trials, if we do not obtain an improved inumbent solution.In rebuilding a solution with the RH, the rst rounded-up olumn is not seleted amongolumns that have just been deleted or that have already been seleted as rst olumn inprevious trials.In Table 6, we ompare these two variants in trying to improve the rst solutionfound by the RH. For this test, we stop the LS algorithm at the rst improvement inthe inumbent solution (with at most 10 trials in exploring the neighborhood). Table 6reports: the solution improvement, impr, (expressed as a perentage); the number ofinstanes for whih we sueed in nding an improving solution, su, expressed as afration of the total number of instanes; the average number of trials, trials, that isneeded in our exploration of a neighborhood before nding an improving solution (if wedo nd one)  it is bounded by 10 ; and the total omputing time. We always ndsome improving solution when using the deterministi variant. The improvements varyfrom 1% to 15%. In Table 7, we present the results using the deterministi LS on all24
solutions obtained during all the passes of the basi RH at the root node. The overallomputational eort is however bounded by restriting to 500 the number of olumnsthat an be generated during the primal heuristi. The perentage of time spent in LSinludes the time to rebuild a primal solution using the RH approah. The omparativeperformane of RH and LS is summarized in Table 8. It shows that the optimality gapdereases from 14.76 to 11.22 thanks to LS. Moreover, we obtain the minimal number ofvehiles with the last two methods.Table 6: Comparison of two LS variants applied to the rst primal solution generatedwith RH. Random seletion of deleted olumns Deterministi seletion of deleted olumnsInstane % impr in primal bd su trials time % impr in primal bd su trials timeRAND100 (10) 1.60 7/10 5.1 6:33 8.43 10/10 1.9 4:47IND60 (5) 4.25 3/5 5 3:11 8.27 5/5 2.4 1:58IND172 (1) 0.00 0/1 - 25:47 0.34 1/1 6 21:28IND157 (1) 0.34 1/1 2 27:17 0.26 1/1 1 26:43av. over 17 inst 2.11 11/17 4.4 7.43 17/17 2.2
Table 7: Results with deterministi LS applied to eah primal solution generated duringthe 3 passes of the basi RH.Instane gap Vmax Total time % of time spent in RH % of time spent in LSRAND100 (10) 11.88 4 46:04 19 76IND60 (5) 11.74 3 13:27 22 74IND172 (1) 5.735 6 1:00:50 48 38IND157 (1) 7.389 7 54:50 71 24aver. over 17 inst 11.22 4
Table 8: Comparison of average results with RH and LS.Method average gap Total timeRH at the root node only 14.76 11:41RH at B-a-P nodes 0 and 2 11.66 22:47RH + LS at the root node only 11.22 37:52
25
8 Results a large industrial test aseFinally, we apply our approah to a large real-life industrial instane with 260 us-tomers and an impliit horizon of 60 periods. This test problem represents the on-the-ground situation for a restrited geographial area during year 2005. At the planninglevel, a period orresponds to a week. More than 60% of the ustomers have a maximumtime lag between visits that is smaller than 6 weeks. The others have a tmax rangingfrom 7 to 14 weeks. Applying partial branhing and utting planes to ompute the bestpossible dual bound requires 8h34m of omputing time on our PC bi-pro. Xeon 3GHz,2Go. The DB+br+ut dual bound has value 838.17. The utting plane proedure alonerequires 5h21m.In a dierent run, skipping the time onsuming utting plane proedure, we apply ourprimal heuristis. Applying the basi RH ombined with partial branhing gives a primalsolution with a gap of approximately 9% from the above dual bound in 4h29m (this rundoes not inlude the exploration of Node 1 that has been proved infeasible in our dualbound omputation). The number of vehiles is equal to 9 (it is optimal as proved by thefat that the branh with Vaver ≤ 8 is infeasible). In another trial, we restrited ourselfto the root node and apply the basi RH followed by LS. We again obtain a solution witha gap of approximately 9% from the above dual bound and a number of vehiles equal to9 in 3h40m.We obtain even better results by restriting the searh spae to solution using peri-odiities in the set P = {1, 2, 3}. Applying the RH plus partial branhing or RH andLS at the root node followed by a post-optimization proedure, we obtain a primal so-lution with a gap of 6% (omparing our primal bound to the dual bound obtained for
P = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}) in 1h49m and 2h53m respetively. The post-optimization proedureonsists in transforming one task of periodiity 3 into two tasks of periodiity 6 while thisimproves the solution (it an allow to visit a site every 6 periods instead of 3). The feasiblesplitting senarios are built into an integer program that provides a solution minimizingluster osts. In our solution we observe that the ustomers are well gathered around theseed, exept for some ustomers that are on the path from the depot or to the dumpingsite. The results are summarized in Table 9.In Table 10, we ompare this solution to the one used by our industrial partner on anaverage week of year 2005. From what we know, this industrial solution was built on aday-to-day basis looking at the ustomers requiring the most urgent servie and trying toahieve some regional lustering with optimization tools. We reeived the total number ofvehiles used in eah period, the number of ustomer visits and the total travel distane ofthe operational solution used by the industrial partner in 2005. We estimate the averagebehavior on a week by dividing these numbers by 52. For omparison, we ompute26
Table 9: Comparison of average results with RH and LS approahes on the industrial testase (with 260 ustomers).Algorithm gap (in %) Vmax total timeRH + partial branhing with P = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} 9.25 9 4h29mRH + LS at the root node with P = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} 8.92 9 3h40mRH + partial branhing with P = {1, 2, 3} + post-optim 6.67 9 1h49mRH + LS at the root node with P = {1, 2, 3} + post-optim 6.23 9 2h53mTable 10: Comparison between the operational solution derived from our best tatialsolution and the industrial operational solution implemented in 2005  (*) In the industrialsolution, a visit is not ounted if, one on site, the driver deides not to ollet the stok beausehe nds it too low. av # of ustomer visits per week Vmax av travel distane per weeksol of the tatial planning model 98.5 9 711 kmindustrial solution 59 (*) 10 782 kman operational solution from our tatial solution by heuristially solving a travellingsalesman problem for eah luster. We observe that our solution requires 9 vehilesinstead of 10 in the averaged-out industrial solution. The travel distane of our solutionis 10 perent smaller than the industrial distane. We planned more ustomer visits (5910visits) than in the industrial solution that involves 3540 ustomer visits. Thus, we tendto ollet a site before it reahes its maximum lling apaity while having a shorter totaltravel distane. Indeed, visiting a site that is lose to a vehile route while it is not yetfull takes far less travelling than having to do a detour when it requires servie. Moreover,visiting ustomers on a more regular basis an be an edge against unertainty and helpsto avoid stok-out situation.ConlusionWe have solved a large sale industrial planning problem untreated in the inventoryrouting literature, optimizing simultaneously the design of vehile tasks and the manage-ment of stoks at ustomer sites. We address the problem by generating periodi tasksfor individual vehiles and ombining them into a global shedule in a master program.We show that a mathematial programming based approah (more preisely a trunatedBranh-and-Prie algorithm ombined with primal heuristis) is a viable option to obtainsolutions for large sale problems. Contrary to the heuristi approahes traditionally usedin the literature on inventory routing, we bound the deviation between our primal solution27
and the optimal solution to our mathematial model. Moreover, our preliminary ompar-ison with an industrial solution shows that our primal solution may have an importantimpat on industrial pratie.An important feature of our approah is a formulation modeling an average behaviorto avoid symmetry. Moreover, our tatial planning formulation models an objetive ofregional lustering while leaving spei routing issues for the operational level. Thisoriginal model is motivated by industrial pratie and goals as desribed by our partner.Our mathematial model an potentially be used in sensitivity analysis to see whetherthe given eet size V an be redued. Alternatively one an iterate on dierent valuesof V and generate the Pareto optimality urve by solving our model (with a large α) foreah feasible V . In an eort to build robust solutions, one might modify our model tominimize the maximum vehile apaity that is used. Balaning the slak apaity ineah vehile task is another way to hedge against unertainty. Further researh would be
(i) to perform a diret omparison with other onstrutive or meta heuristis espeiallydeveloped for our model; (ii) to develop an operational solver using our tatial solutionas a target.A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